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Abstract – Sportiforbis is a web based application which 
helps both sports council members as well as athletes to 
reduce their work load. The system store the details of best 
athlete in the district level in each event based on their 
category. 

 The main aim of this paper is to select the best athlete in 
the state level. The state sports council add the details of 
tournament in each category. State sports council provide 
username and password to district sports council 
secretory through email.. They can login to the system and 
add winners of different categories and view the sponsors 
details of that student. Also sent feedback to admin related 
to any sports related issues in the district. 

The district sports council is the authorized authority to 
select the athlete for national international meets. The 
sponsors can select the athlete for sponsorship and sent 
the request to state sports council. If the state sports 
council accept his/her request, then they will sent the bank 
details of the athlete. The athlete need to conforming the 
sponsorship, sent feedback to state sports council. The 
state sports council is the main administrator in the system 
who is the authorized authority to control the overall 
system like adding category, year, event, accepting the 
sponsors and athlete for national/international meets, 
view feedbacks. 

Key Words: Existing System, Proposed System, Sport is 
part of culture. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Sports Council Management System” is a web based 
application which helps both sports council members as   
well as athletes to reduce their work load. It store the 
details of best athlete in the district level in each event 
based on their category. 

The main aim is to select the best athlete in the state level. 
The state sports council decides a cut off for the 
performance time in each event for each category. If the 
athlete satisfy this criteria, then the district sports council 
who belongs in that district will enter the details of the 
athlete and his/her achievements. After the sports council 
enter the details of athlete, and then athlete will get the 
username and password through email. They can login to 
the system and view the best achievements based on 
category, event and year and view the sponsors details of 
that student. Also sent feedback to admin related to any 
sports related issues in the district. 

 The district sports council is the authorized authority to 
select the athlete for sports hostel and sent the request to 
state sports council. They can edit the details of athlete. The 
sponsors can select the athlete for sponsorship and sent the 
request to state sports council. If the state sports council 
accept his/her request, then they will sent the bank details 
of the athlete. The athlete need to conforming the 
sponsorship, sent feedback to state sports council. The state 
sports council is the main administrator in the system who 
is the authorized authority to control the overall system like 
adding category, year, event, accepting the sponsors  and 
athlete for sports hostel,  view feedbacks. 

2. CONCEPT 

This paper deals with the automation of sports council. 
This paper is developed with the objective of making the 
system reliable, easier, fast, and more informative. In 
manual System, there are number of inefficiencies. Large 
records-books have to be maintained where relevant and 
irrelevant information has to be stored which is very 
untidy and clumsy process. However our System reduces 
paper works. On the opposite hand, there area unit several 
inherent issues that exist in any manual system. Less 
potency contains a nice impact on the productivity of any 
soul keeping the info up-to-date. 

3. Existing System 

There is no website like “Sports Council Management 
system”. Currently sports council conduct additional meet 
for choose contestant to the sports hostel and for 
national/international level meet. Therefore it will take 
extra time as fund for conducting sports meet and 
additionally will lost the energy of an contestant. At present 
there's no system for sponsor the contestant. So that 
sponsor have to be compelled to visit colleges and call with 
college authority. As a sponsor it's a giant task. The planned 
system solve these issues. 

4. Proposed System 

Proposed System the “Sports Council management System” 
is helps to scale back the work load of each sports council 
and contestant. The main aim of this technique is to pick out 
the most effective contestant within the state level. The 
system have following benefits. 

4.1 User friendly 
 User friendly the planned system is user friendly as a result 
of the retrieval and storing information|of knowledge|of 
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information} is quick and therefore the data will 
maintained with efficiency. Furthermore the graphical 
computer programme is provided within the planned 
system, that provides user to move the system terribly 
simply. 
 
4.2 Reports can be easily generate 
Reports may be simply generate Reports may be simply 
generate in a very planned system. Find the most effective 
performance time of the contestant in every event and 
class. Thus athletes will improve their performance time. 
Need not conduct additional meet for choice method of 
sports hostel. Suggest best contestant for 
national/international level meet can offer support 
through net. 
 
4.3 No or very few paperwork 
The planned system either doesn't need paper work or 
only a few paper works is needed. Once the user insert 
knowledge into the pc, then it'll generate the reports. Since 
all {the knowledge|the info|the information} is unbroken in 
a very information in order that no data of the search may 
be destroyed. Furthermore work becomes terribly simple 
as a result of there's no have to be compelled to keep 
knowledge on papers.  
 
4.4 Computer operator control 
There is no likelihood of errors. Furthermore storing and 
retrieving of knowledge is simple. Thus work may be done 
rapidly and in time.  

5. Sport is a component of culture  

Sport forms a part of a nation’s culture. It’s a world event, 
ready to delight billions and attract their attention to 
periodic Olympic, world, international or paralympic 
games. Will one actually claim, fairly and with validity, that 
the billions of people UN agency have, throughout 
centuries, been delighted with sport area unit “mindless”? 
As with several others, I fancy a decent game of soccer also 
as a superbly delivered pass, a dribble or a beautifully-
taken goal; athletic feats that need stamina, imagination, 
creative thinking and superior skill to execute. Denigrators 
cannot discredit such ability. I think those not appreciating 
or enjoying same area unit missing out however i'd ne'er 
decision them “mindless”. In this context, sport forms a 
part of a nation’s culture. Deputation it's incorrect; 
associate unfair, biased and restricted read. Sport is to be 
appreciated for its own sake, as a part of the nation’s 
activities, a positive side of our world activities. Long could 
it thus flourish and should converts see the sunshine or, 
higher still, fancy the sweetness of sport [1]. 

6. Scope of the Paper 

The Sports council management system aims at serving to 
the user to deal with problems from multi-disciplinary 
angles associated with Sports council. The major edges of 
this technique area unit - *The system can cut back the 
manual work. *The system can generate details of best 

contestant for sports hostel. *The user will check the most 
effective contestant. *Sponsors will sponsor the contestant 
tho' net. In specific, the merchandise has been place into 
perspective through an in depth assessment of the system, 
user, hardware, code and communication interfaces, 
memory issues, operational modes and web site adaptation 
necessities. Further, characteristics of the system’s end-
users area unit mentioned together with the known system 
constraints and assumptions. To conclude the section, 
associate allotment of necessities has been printed. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The ‘Sports Council Management System’ is developed for 
cut back the employment of sports council and contestant. 
Main aim of this project is to pick out the most effective 
contestant within the state supported every event and class. 
All the users will login to the system and perform their 
actions. The system can facilitate to scale back the manual 
add sports council. Scope for Future Enhancements It 
coated the majority the necessities. Any necessities and 
enhancements will simply be done since the committal to 
writing is principally structured or standard in nature. The 
system involves many benefits. These benefits may be 
extended in future for a lot of advanced technologies. The 
system is versatile enough to include new databases to 
existing one. 
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